INTRODUCTION
The most challenging goal in the field of parallel discrete-event simulation is to pmv ide general mechanisms for correct event processing (i.e., processing time-tagged events for simulated objects in their ascending time order) while simultaneously achieving high parallel performance (i.e., speedup). Ensuring correctness is difficult in a parallel simulation where objects are distributed among multiple processors because each processor tends to advance at its own rate. Because of this characteristic, it is possible for an event on a S1OWnode to schedule an event for an object on a fast node in the object's past (see Figure 1 ).
There are two schools of thought on how to solve this problem. Various conservative approaches (Chandy 79, Fujimoto 90 ) ensure that events are only processed if it is known that no earlier event will be scheduled for that object. Another, and yet very different, approach for solving this problem is to process events optimistically (Jefferson 85, Fujimoto 90 ) without concern for time accidents (i.e., events that are processed out of order). However, when a time accident occurs, that simulation object, and others that might have been affected from events that were erroneously generated, are rolled back.
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Node O Event List H++H-Hi-tu The problem of synchronizing parallel discrete-event simulations. There arc two basic approaches: Conservative approaches never affow events to be processed if an earlier evtmt for that object might be scheduled.
Opfimist ic approaches process events without regard for synchronization, but then roll the simulation back to the time when events were processed out of order to fix the simulation error.
Optimistic parallel discrete-event simulation algorithms, such as those supported by SPEEDES (e.g., Breathing Time Buckets, Time Warp, Breathing Time Warp, COOP, and potentially others), demand such a rollback capability (Steinman 92a) . Further, when lazy cancellation (Fujimoto 90, Reiher 90 ) is used, events must also be able to roll forward as well as backward.
SPEEDES uses some new reversible techniques for incremental state saving that support both the rollback and rollforward requirements. The rest of this paper describes how SPEEDES accomplishes this.
2.
MEASUREMENTS
All of the rollback techniques that are mentioned in this paper were carefully measured and are reported in Tables 1 through 5.  The measurements were taken on a Silicon Gkaphics IRIS-4D machine, which has proven to be very reliable for providing rcpcatablc measurements.
The IRIS -4D is a shared-memory machine with four processors (onlv one r.xocessor was used for these measurements), each ratc~at ab~ttt 20 million instructions pcr second (Mips ). The optimization option in the C++, Version 2.1 compiler was enabled.
3.
EVENTS
AS OBJECTS SPEEDES (Steinman 92a ) is a highly object-oriented C++ environment (Stroustrup 86) . It differs from other simulation environments in that its events are fully encapsulated objects, separate from the simulation objects (see Figure 2 ). Because the internal data structures of the simulation objects are hidden from events, modifying the state of a simulation object is only accomplished through method calls. In other words, the objectoriented technique of data encapsulation is built into the philosophy of SPEEDES. There are other benefits for events being C++ objects. They will be discussed shortly.
In SPEEDES, art event ia attached to one simulation object. Tlis means that each event haa a pointer to its specific simulation object.
As an event is processed, it may modify the state variables of the simulation object, but only in a reversible manner using either the Delta Exchange mechanism, and/or the Rollback Queue mechanism (these mechanisms will be elaborated on later in this paper). This functionality can be supported by using special-purpose hardware (Fujimoto 92 )s or very efficiently in SPEEDES through software (Steinrnan 92a). The SPEEDES approach is that when an event wants to change the state of a variable in the simulation object, it does so by exchanging this variable with a similar variable that is stored in the data structure of the event (see Figure 3) Table 1 shows the extra overhead required when using the Delta Exchange method for changing the value of an integer variable contained within an object. When running conservatively, the code in the EXCHANGE routine was redefined to be just one line of code, il = i2 (see the example above). In these conditions, there was no measured difference in overhead for storing an integer value. The second column shows the timing for normal optimistic processing. The third column shows the overhead for performing a rollback.
Messages
The fourth column shows the extra memory overhead for performing the Delta Exchange. This new assignment operator (through various techniques employed, which are not described in this paper) automatically creates a new rollback item, saves assignment information, and then pushes it onto the top of the Rollback Queue. When running sequentially (or when running conservative protocols), the "RB" symbol can be defined as null so that "RB=" reverts back to the simple "=" assignment operator, thus removing all of the rollback overhead. There is much more overhead using this method of altering the state of the simulation object compared to the Delta Exchange method. Using the Rollback Queue requires creating a rollback item, storing the address of the state variable to be modified in the rollback item, saving the old state value in the rollback item, storing the new value in the simulation object's state variable, and then pushing the rollback item onto the top of the Rollback Queue. This amount of overhead is considerably larger than that required for using the simple EXCHANGE code.
Further, the memory consumption when making assignments using the Rollback Queue is much larger than when using the Delta Exchange mechanism. Therefore, it is strongly recommended to choose the Delta Exchange approach whenever possible. Table 2 compares the overhead between "=" vs. "RB=". Table 3 shows the overhead for dynamic memory allocations. The measurements were taken by creating, and then destroying, the same object 1,000,000 times. The timings given here are for the combined new and delete (or llB_new and RB_delete) operations.
The memory overhead, however, is for a single RB_ncw or a single RB_delete operation. Table 4 describes ihc overhead for performing memory copies. To make the Exchange Queue easier to use, the "+=" operator was overloaded to mean -add an item to the Exchange Queue, and the "-=" operator was overloaded to mean -remove an item from the Exchange Queue. Figure 6 shows how art event in SPEEDES might remove an item that is specified by an integer ID from an Exchange Queue, delete i~and then add a new item to it. Note that in Figure 6 , the FIFO requirement was bypassed. In this example, the order of the items in the Exchange Queue does not matter since items are removed based on their ID. The overloaded operators for "+=" and "-=" are shown in the code below: Table 5 describes the overhead for adding and removing items from the exchange queue. These measurements were taken by adding and removing the same object from the exchange queue 1,000,000 times. The exchange queue, ignoring the object that was added and removed, was otherwise empty. The timing measurements represent the combined operations while the memory overhead represents overhead for a single operation. First of all, one of the important benefits derived by events being C++ objects is that lazy cancellation can very efficiently be supported. This reinforces the notion that events as objects provides a powerful way to build parallel discrete-event simulations.
If one accepts the benefits of events being objects, then it becomes easier to embrace the Delta Exchange mechanism which requires events to be objects.
Secondly, by understanding the utility of Lazy Cancellation, the reader will appreciate why incremental state saving techniques require roll-forward as well as rollback capabilities.
Thirdly, by going through the Lazy Cancellation mechanisms described in this section, the reader will get a practical set of examples showing how rollback and roll-forward systems work. Questions accumulated by the reader may be answered in this section through the examples provided.
How SPEEDES
handles lazy cancellation is rather interesting and unique. It has been well known in the simulation community that accidentally processing events for a simulation object in the wrong order might not matter (Jefferson 85, Reiher 90, Fujimoto 90 ). It may turn out that when a rolled-back event is reprocessed, it gets the same answer. In other words, the event makes the same state changes to the simulation object while also generating the same events. This allows for the possibility that a simulation will beat the critical path (Wieland 91). The critical path determines the minimum time for a conservative discrete-event simulation to be completed (ignoring all overhead other than event processing).
It is not possible for conservative simulations to beat the critical path because they require events to be processed in their correct time order.
For events that are rolled back and yet have this interesting property, it would be wasteful to send antimessages (if Time Warp is used) only to later generate the same messages all over again. Also, it would be wasteful to reprocess the event if it makes the same changes to the state of its simulation object. It would be better to roll the state of the simulation object forward using the state changes made by the event the first time it was processed. This, then, requires all of the incremental statesaving techniques to be reversible.
Conventional
lazy-cancellation approaches for determining if reprocessing a rolled-back event will get the same answer require saving the entire state of the simulation object and then making a byte-for-byte memory comparison with its previous state (i.e., when the event was first processed) with the new state. If the results are identical, then, obviously, processing the event again will give the same answer. This approach is not feasible in an incremental state-saving environment.
Another lazy-cancellation trick that is used to avoid sending unnecessary antimcssages is to compare (after reprocessing the event), byte-for-byte, the newly generated messages with the old ones (from the first time the event was processed). If they are identical, the new messages do not have to be sent. However, if they are not identical, antimessages to cancel the old messages must be sent along with the new messages that have just been generated.
SPEEDES
does not use either of these conventional methods because they require too much overhead. First of all, to understand this question, one must first have a feel for the other areas of overhead in a parallel discrete-event simulation.
Consider, for example, the task of managing the list of pending future events. Figure 8 shows timings for various event-list data structures (Steinman 92b) . The SpEEDES TREE (actually used in conjunction with the SPEEDES Queue in a hybrid data structure within SPEEDES) easily outperforms the Splay Tree (which is typically thought of as being the most efficient general-purpose data structure for handling the futureevent list). Figure 8 shows that a simulation consisting of about 1,000 objects with 10 events per object, has about 70 ps of overhead for managing the event list (these measurements were also taken on the Silicon Graphics IRIS-4D machine to be consistent with the other measurements). One last thing to consider is the overhead for saving the full state of a simulation object (the way normal Time Warp systems work). Table 4 shows the overhead for copying large chunks of memory. For a 10,000-byte object, it would take 477 VS to save the entire state of the object in addition to requiring 10,000 bytes of memory. This does not consider dynamic data structures within the simulation object's state. Full state saving would be very inefficient if the object's next event required only a simple variable assignment that could have been supported with a Delta Exchange (using only four bytes of memory, and taking only 0.142 KS of additional overhead).
Flat Distribution

SUMMARY
Methods for supporting incremental state saving in SPEEDES, (an object-oriented C++ parallel discrete-event simulation environment)
were discussed. The SPEEDES operating system is unique in that it separates events from simulation objects. Ten important reasons were given why events should be fully encapsulated C++ objects, separate from the simulation objects.
The Delta Exchange mechanism easily, and very efficiently, allows for incremental state-saving while at the same time holding true to the object-oriented principles of data encapsulation.
The Delta Exchange mechanism requires no more work than the standard methods of data encapsulation.
It also requires the least amount of overhead for providing reversible incremental state-sav ing information. 
